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Chapter 2271: Harvest 

Chen Xiaobei did not even have the time to search the vault after he was done with heaven dominating 

faction's calamity branch. 

 however, compared to today's gains, the value of heaven dominating sect's Treasury was too small! 

But as the saying goes, grasshoppers are also meat! Of course, Chen Xiaobei would not miss this 

opportunity to continue his harvest! 

 let's go!  Chen Xiaobei calmed himself down and went straight to heaven dominating faction's Treasury. 

After entering the Treasury, Chen Xiaobei did not take anything. It was unlike before when he would 

melt everything that he did not like! 

Because, from tomorrow onwards, this place would be bei Xuan faction's treasure vault! 

For a sect to operate normally, it must have resources and Foundation! 

So, other than some special items, Chen Xiaobei would not take any of the resources in this treasure 

vault! 

Chen Xiaobei looked around the vault and saw that there was nothing worth taking. He only found nine 

treasure chests when he reached the core of the vault! 

 these treasure chests are my real goal!  

Chen Xiaobei grinned, his heart filled with excitement. 

The three treasure chests on the left contained three precious earth-god elixirs, all of which were three-

star earth-god elixirs. They were the best in apocalypse Starfield! 

In the three treasure chests on the right, there were three three-star earth-god materials, which were 

rare treasures even in apocalypse Starfield! 

Unfortunately, none of the items in the six treasure boxes caught Chen Xiaobei's attention. 

 bei Xuan faction will soon become the number one faction in the myriad tribulations realm. We're going 

to recruit more disciples, so there must be something good in the treasure vault to hold the fort. I'll just 

leave these things here ...  

Chen Xiaobei shrugged and did not take the items in the six treasure chests. 

"There are three more treasure chests!" 

Chen Xiaobei then opened the treasure chests one by one. 

In the first chest, there was a five-star earth-god instrument. It was a very beautiful long sword! 

The second treasure chest also contained a five-star earth-god instrument, but it was a valiant-looking 

woman's robe! 
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In the third chest, there was a token. The token was made of a six-star earth-god metal! There was a 

devil's head carved on the front of the token, which reminded Chen Xiaobei of something! 

 this ... This is the demon clan of the ancient demon mountain range!  

Chen Xiaobei's eyes narrowed as he recalled what had happened in the devil earth! 

In the last battle on the devil earth, Chen Xiaobei defeated the demonic Supreme of the demonic sect 

and obtained a very special crystal and a small black bottle from the demonic Supreme's storage 

bracelet. 

In that small bottle, there were nine drops of blood essence of the ancient Wuji Saint Demon King! It 

could activate the limitless demon formation nine times! 

A mysterious map was hidden in the crystal. 

According to the little princess of the heavenly wings race, Monroe, this map was the ancient demon 

mountain range of the earth-god Realm! 

In the past, the heavenly wings race had even launched a large-scale war against the demons in the 

ancient Devil Mountain range! 

Chen Xiaobei noticed that the face on the front of the token looked like the demonic Lord of the 

demonic sect! 

"Before the demon Lord died, he mentioned that there was a 'Lord' behind him! Obviously, there is 

another force of the demon clan in the ancient Devil Mountain range!" 

 I'm not sure!  Chen Xiaobei thought.  also, when I was in devil earth, I noticed that many big shots in 

apocalypse Starfield were colluding with the demonic sect! Now that we've found this token, it's enough 

to prove that heaven dominating sect is also in contact with the demon race!" 

"Put away the token first. Although I'm not going to the earth-god Realm yet, I'll go there sooner or 

later!  at that time, we will face heaven dominating faction head on, and this token might come in 

handy!  

Chen Xiaobei kept the token and the two 5-star earth-god instruments, and then walked out of the 

vault. 

Before he left, Chen Xiaobei stopped in front of the spiritual stones. 

The spirit stones of the three grades were piled up like a small mountain, and there were a total of 

about 100000 upper spiritual stones! 

With a wave of his hand, Chen Xiaobei took away half of the spiritual stones in the vault! 

It was obvious that half of the spiritual stones would be used to build bei Xuan faction, and the other 

half would be left for the people who managed the faction to maintain its operations! 

After keeping the spiritual stones, Chen Xiaobei left the Treasury. 

Not long after he left, song Qincheng came to him and handed him a storage bracelet. 



"Why are you giving this to me?" Chen Xiaobei was taken aback. 

"Idiot! This storage bracelet is Nangong he's!" There was no one around, so song Qincheng naturally did 

not have to be so reserved. Her pretty and charming face had a charming smile on it. 

"Nangong he's storage bracelet? "I really forgot about that ..." Chen Xiaobei's eyes lit up. 

"It's not just that!" 

Song Qincheng's Red lips curved up slightly, her smile mesmerizing.  "Jiang haoxuan, Ximen lang, more 

than a dozen senior elders, and the storage bracelets of 50000 enemies are also in there! After careful 

calculation, these resources can be compared to a treasure vault!" 

"F * ck!" 

Chen Xiaobei's eyes lit up,'I can't believe I got so much! I'm so careless. Fortunately, you're here to help 

me!" 

"It's not just that!" 

Song Qincheng's smile was as beautiful as a flower, and she said proudly, " "I even brought my men to 

the Azure Dragon Capital city's treasure vault. We didn't touch anything, and only retrieved half of the 

spiritual stones, which were around 40000 high-grade spiritual stones, and the three treasure chests in 

the center of the core! It's all in this storage bracelet!" 

"My parents who gave birth to me! Qingcheng knows me well!" 

Chen Xiaobei was overjoyed. He ran up to song Qincheng and gave her a big hug and a big kiss."My 

Empress! You're so considerate! Not only can you help me plan and manage the overall situation! You 

can even understand my feelings and help me clean up the house! With you here, I really don't have to 

worry!" 

"Alright, I'm done!"  no!  song Qincheng tried to push Chen Xiaobei away.  we're already an old couple! 

There's no need to say all this!  

Chen Xiaobei did not want to let go.  "We haven't done what a married couple should do for a long time! 

Or else ..." 

"No!" 

Song Qincheng pushed Chen Xiaobei away and said, " "You still have many things to do! Don't forget! 

Tomorrow's celebration will be your Ascension ceremony to the throne as the ruler of the myriad 

tribulations! Quickly go and prepare, don't be distracted!" 

Chen Xiaobei was surprised.  "You even know this? You're like a worm in my stomach!" 

"I know you better than a roundworm! My man is definitely not the kind of idiot who would get carried 

away by a small victory!" 

Song Qincheng's eyes narrowed and she said seriously, " "The so-called celebration is actually a letter of 

challenge! You're not afraid of the enemy coming. On the contrary, you hope that the enemy will 

appear! Because the stronger the enemy is, the more you can establish an inviolable dignity!" 



"The Empress is the Empress!" "You're really good at establishing your power!" Chen Xiaobei praised. 

"Don't be talkative! Hurry up and do your work!" "If you do well, I might consider giving you some love!" 

Song Qincheng said with a charming smile. 
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 there's no hurry. Let me take a look at the latest harvest first!  

Chen Xiaobei took out the three treasure chests from the Azure Dragon Imperial city's Treasury. 

In the first treasure chest, there was also a five-star earth-god sword. The scabbard was like jade and 

very exquisite! 

In the second treasure chest, there was another set of women's brocade robes. It was very gorgeous 

and Noble. It was made of green material and had top-notch embroidery. It was like a queen's dragon 

robe, and it was quite stunning! 

The third treasure chest contained a leaf! It was about the same size as a normal leaf, but the material 

looked like a diamond, crystal clear and shining! 

 this ... This leaf seems to be from a nine-star earth-god herb called 'heavenly crystal Mystic flower'!  

Chen Xiaobei's eyes lit up.  "This 'heaven crystal Mystic flower' has an extremely good anti-aging effect! 

There are even records in the medical books that say it can be used to refine a 'youth retaining pill', 

which will allow one's appearance to not age and maintain eternal youth!" 

"Nine-star earth-god level? Isn't this too useless?" 

 what? " song Qincheng frowned.  for cultivators, as long as they reach the spirit-refinement realm and 

above, their appearance will age very slowly. The higher their cultivation, the harder it is for them to 

age!  

"Usually, they'll only have white hair when they're hundreds or thousands of years old! If he could 

transcend the Tribulation and become an immortal, he would be able to maintain his youth forever! 

Why do you still need this 'heaven crystal Mystic flower'? " 

Obviously, as a nine-star earth-god medicine, the effects of the 'heaven crystal Mystic flower' weren't 

necessary for cultivators! 

In song Qincheng's eyes, it was a useless thing! 

"No! This was not chicken ribs! To me, this is a huge surprise!" 

Chen Xiaobei's dark eyes were filled with excitement.  "I must find the 'heaven crystal Mystic flower'! 

This leaf alone is far from enough!" 

"Strange ... You're clearly still a young hunk, why do you want the 'heavenly crystal Mystic flower'?" 

Song Qincheng asked in surprise. 

"Don't ask, I don't want you to worry!" Chen Xiaobei calmed himself down and carefully kept the leaf. 
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Without a doubt! Chen Xiaobei did not want to use the heavenly Crystal Flower for himself! He wanted 

to give it to Liu xuanxin! 

Liu xuanxin's face was disfigured and she aged overnight due to the poison! 

If Chen Xiaobei could find the 'heavenly crystal Mystic flower', he would have the chance to make the' 

Agerasia dan', which would help Liu xuanxin recover her looks! 

Therefore, to other cultivators, the 'heaven crystal Mystic flower' was of little value! But to Chen 

Xiaobei, this was something of utmost importance! 

"But, where are you going to find the 'heaven crystal Mystic flower'?" Song Qincheng asked worriedly. 

"Simple!" 

"This leaf is from the treasure vault of the Azure Dragon Imperial City!" Chen Xiaobei said. Of course, I'm 

going to find clues from the Jiang family!" 

 alright, " song Qincheng nodded.  since you have your own thoughts, I won't ask more about it!  

 let's see if there are any more surprises in other people's storage bracelets!  

Chen Xiaobei then started to look through the storage bracelets that song Qincheng had collected. 

During the battle, Chen Xiaobei had already obtained Jiang haoxuan's mountain and river fan and Ximen 

Lang's explosive hammer! 

Chen Xiaobei found another six-star earth-god instrument of Nangong he, the purple wind whisk! 

"They're all good stuff! It will be useful for tomorrow's ceremony!" 

Chen Xiaobei grinned and continued to check. 

In the end, Chen Xiaobei found more than ten earth-god instruments, two of which were four-star while 

the rest were two to three-star earth-god instruments. Chen Xiaobei was not interested in them at all! 

But in apocalypse Starfield, they were all top-tier magical equipment! 

 well, these magical treasures can be used tomorrow. Keep them well!  

Chen Xiaobei calmed himself down and said, "  the rest of the items are basically useless. As for the 

50000 storage bracelets from the ordinary disciples, they are even more useless. I just need to melt 

them all down!  

After that, Chen Xiaobei took out the heaven and earth furnace and threw all the storage bracelets into 

it! 

Of course, before he refined it, Chen Xiaobei did not forget to transfer all the spiritual stones into his 

infinite space ring! 

All in all, there were 150000 upper spiritual stones in the storage bracelets! 

To Chen Xiaobei, this was not a small sum of money! 

Finally, Chen Xiaobei had finished counting all his loot! Today's huge harvest had finally come to an end! 



Next, Chen Xiaobei had to start planning for tomorrow's celebration! 

 Qingcheng, I'm going to work now. Rest early!  

Chen Xiaobei then took out his earth escape Holy gourd and went underground. 

Chen Xiaobei had snuck into heaven dominating faction's underground before, and it only took him a 

few minutes. There was still a lot of spiritual energy left in the earth escape divine gourd, so it could still 

be used for a while. 

Since he had been here before, Chen Xiaobei was very familiar with the place. He went straight to the 

location of the sky shrouding formation! 

"Whoosh! Whoosh! Whoosh! Whoosh!" 

Chen Xiaobei then released the four demon kings from the infinite soul ring. 

"Master!"  Your Majesty!  the four demon kings appeared and saluted Chen Xiaobei. 

Chen Xiaobei did not waste any time and went straight to the point, " "I called you out this time to assist 

me in laying down the infinite sky demon formation! Hurry up, we must finish this before the earth 

escape immortal puppet's spiritual energy is exhausted!" 

"Yes, sir!" The four demon kings immediately agreed! 

This infinite sky demon formation was found by Chen Xiaobei in the underground of the devil earth! 

When the demonic sect was about to use this formation to kill one billion humans, Chen Xiaobei had 

taken the initiative and used the earth escape divine gourd to take away all the runes of the formation 

eye! 

All 8,100 rune cores were in Chen Xiaobei's hands! The four demon kings could also memorize the 

formation map! 

This way, Chen Xiaobei only needed to follow the formation's diagram and set up the formation eye, and 

he could reassemble the infinite sky demon formation! 

After the formation was completed, it would become the strongest trump card of bei Xuan faction! 

Besides, Chen Xiaobei had other plans in mind when he placed the Infinity fiend battle formation near 

the sky shrouding formation! 

In the process of reassembling the formation, Chen Xiaobei also made a special connection between the 

infinite demon formation and the heaven shrouding formation! 

Let these two great formations have you in me and you in me! They complemented and helped each 

other grow! 

This way, Chen Xiaobei's promise to the audience during the live stream would come true! 

The two formations merged to form the " profound North formation "! Moreover, once its power was 

unleashed, it would be at the level of a heaven immortal! 



Many people thought that Chen Xiaobei was just bragging! 

But now, the truth was right in front of them. They just had to wait for tomorrow's celebration to let the 

world know that Chen Xiaobei never bragged! 

"Finally done!" 

Chen Xiaobei heaved a sigh of relief,'now, I can just wait for them to come! Let's see how many stupid 

rabbits will come running here to die tomorrow!" 
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After dealing with the formation, the spiritual energy of earth escape immortal Gu had also been 

exhausted. 

When Chen Xiaobei returned to the surface, the sky was already bright. There was not much time left 

before the celebration began. 

At this moment, there were already hundreds of thousands of people gathering from all directions. 

"What's going on? Didn't bro bei say that there was a celebration today? Why was this place still in 

ruins? Are you playing with us?" 

The crowd was very puzzled, and the sound of discussion and ridicule rose one after another. 

 bro bei, didn't you say that you're going to livestream a tour of the new bei Xuan faction? There was no 

sign of bei Xuan faction here. He's simply deceiving our feelings!" 

"No way! Bro bei lied! I rushed over from The White Tiger continent overnight!" 

"What are you? I've brought my entire family from the mountains of the Black Tortoise continent to this 

place overnight! And now you're saying there's no celebration, my whole family has been played!" 

"Bro bei has changed! They actually played us like monkeys! They're making fun of us! I'm so angry!" 

"That's normal. I'm a Supreme of all calamities now! It expanded! He doesn't care about our feelings at 

all!" 

"Shut up!" 

A group of young people stepped forward to support Chen Xiaobei. 

"You people, one look and I can tell you're fake fans! My bro bei is a man of his word! I definitely won't 

play with my own people!" 

"Well said! We, the die-hard fans, believe in bro bei unconditionally! Bro bei said there was a 

celebration! There will definitely be a celebration!" 

"There's more than just a celebration! And the new bei Xuan faction!" 

In an instant, the crowd was clearly divided into two factions. 
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On one side, there were those who doubted Chen Xiaobei, and on the other side, there were Chen 

Xiaobei's hardcore fans! 

"What a joke! You claim to be die-hard fans! Do you think you're that famous?" 

The doubters all laughed at him."The new bei Xuan faction is nowhere to be found! You're all lying 

through your teeth! Brainlessly flattering Chen Zhufeng! You guys are the legendary brainless fans! He's 

so stupid!" 

"Hualala ... Boom Boom ..." 

 at this moment, the ruins of the heaven covering sect suddenly changed! 

The shattered bricks and tiles were all reassembled! The wood and metal that had been crushed beyond 

recognition also began to gather together! Some of the decorations even began to form new shapes 

from their broken state! 

Just like this! In front of everyone's horrified eyes! New pavilions and towers sprung up one after 

another like bamboo shoots after a rain! 

In just a few minutes, a brand new sect had been erected on the desolate and barren land! 

 the scale of this sect was even larger than the original heaven dominating sect! 

 all of the pavilions had completely changed and were even more high-end and Grand than the original 

heaven dominating faction! 

"Amazing! Our bro bei! It's a miracle that ten thousand buildings are built from nothing!" 

In an instant, the die-hard fans all cheered, " "Fortunately, we came early! They were fortunate enough 

to witness this miracle! He's simply too godly!" 

 how ... How is this possible?!  

At the same time, those who were suspicious and ridiculing felt their cheeks burning as if they had been 

slapped by an invisible hand! 

With the rise of this new sect! Chen Xiaobei's die-hard fans felt so proud! 

As for those who were suspicious and ridiculed, they all shut their mouths and began to look forward to 

the celebration with reverence in their hearts! 

Ding! 

Ding! 

Ding! 

At the same time, the sound of messages from the mobile phones in the crowd rose one after another. 

Almost everyone received the message that Chen Xiaobei's stream had started. 

Everyone saw Chen Xiaobei's livestream when they entered the room. 



"Good day, my dear brothers! I am your bro bei! Now, I'll show you the new base of bei Xuan faction! 

The location was at the old location of heaven covering sect! If you don't believe me, you're welcome to 

take a look at the venue!" 

Chen Xiaobei walked in front of the camera with a smile on his face. 

The phone was held by the eldest disciple, Feng Qingyang. He followed Chen Xiaobei and was 

broadcasting his every move. 

 today is the day bei Xuan faction's new base is built. There will be a grand celebration here later! 

Everyone, please follow the camera and head to the main stage of the celebration!" 

Chen Xiaobei walked in front of them and soon reached the training field. 

On the martial arts practice field, a grand stage had been built. It was obviously prepared for the 

celebration! 

Yingluo was too unbelievable! Bro bei! How on earth did you build a new mountain Gate overnight? 

Not only did Wufu build a new sect, but he also decorated the venue! It was simply unbelievable! 

Could bro bei be a God? This was too fast! 

"Brothers, don't ask anymore! This is my little secret! The only thing I can tell you is one thing!" 

Chen Xiaobei grinned and said, " "Problems that can be solved with spirit stones are not problems!" 

The reason why Chen Xiaobei was able to make the new mountain Gate rise from the ruins was because 

he had used the Tiangong construction blueprint's special ability! 

And to activate this special ability, a huge amount of spirit stones were needed! 

Luckily, Chen Xiaobei had enough spiritual stones. He had 50000 high-grade spiritual stones from heaven 

dominating faction's Treasury, 40000 from the Azure Dragon Imperial city's Treasury, and 150000 from 

Nangong he and the other 50000 people! 

He had spent a total of 240000 upper spiritual stones in order to build this even bigger and more 

magnificent gate! 

In the past, Chen Xiaobei would not have been able to afford this. 

But now, things were different. After spending all that money, Chen Xiaobei still had eleven million 

superior-grade spiritual stones in his vault! 

Today's transaction was just a piece of cake! 

"Alright! The ceremony was about to begin! Next, my eldest disciple, Feng Qingyang, will be in charge of 

the live broadcast, while I will step onto the main stage and host the ceremony myself!" 

 let's go!  Chen Xiaobei said and stepped onto the stage. 

Yingluo-no way? The celebration was about to begin? Was bro bei the only one celebrating? 



What kind of joke is Wanwan cracking? Bro bei was the ruler of all calamities! Emperor chasing wind! 

Bro bei was the only one on stage at a celebration like this. There was no one else in the audience? He 

had no face at all! 

If Qingqing knew about this, I would have gone to support bro bei! Now, bro bei was all alone! How 

pitiful ... 

 the ceremony begins!!!  

At this moment, Feng Qingyang shouted loudly, " "All members of bei Xuan faction! Please enter! Let's 

celebrate for the sect leader!" 

As soon as he said that, a group of people lined up at the entrance of the martial arts practice field and 

walked towards the main stage! 

There were a total of 133 people in this line! 

For a large sect, this number of people was simply too few! 

But all of them were loyal to Chen Xiaobei, and even regarded him as family! This was something that no 

other sect could compare to! 

The crowd came to the bottom of the stage with smiles on their faces and high spirits. They cupped their 

hands together and shouted loudly, " "All members of bei Xuan faction! Congratulations to the sect 

master for reaching the myriad tribulation realm! Emperor chasing wind, the ruler of all time! Bei Xuan 

faction will last forever!" 
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So, these people are from bei Xuan faction? Wasn't that too little? There were only over a hundred 

people, even fewer than the people from the lower-level sects! 

Yingluo, what do you know? The essence was only concentrated! Take a closer look at the girls in the 

crowd! All of them were as beautiful as fairies! I've never seen as many beautiful women as today! 

There's more! He looked carefully at the crowd! That tall and strong man! Just by standing there, he 

exuded a domineering aura! He was definitely not an ordinary person! 

Lao Ai and that white-haired old man! I know him! His surname was Jiang! He was the acting Prime 

Minister of the White Tiger Capital city! Under his rule, The White Tiger continent was well-governed 

and had a thriving industry. The people all respected him! 

Yingluo, right, why don't I see The White Tiger Capital city's acting Queen? She was also from bei Xuan 

faction! This woman was on par with elder Jiang! Managing The White Tiger Capital city, half of the 

credit would go to her! 

Yingying really didn't expect this! Bei Xuan faction was actually a hidden faction with many hidden 

talents! In the past, he didn't show off his abilities, so who dared to think about it? Even an ordinary 

disciple could become a Queen and a Prime Minister! 
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From small to big! No wonder bro bei was able to achieve so much today! 

"The sect members are celebrating, the ceremony is over!" 

 sect master!  Feng Qingyang shouted, " let's welcome the sect master to reward him!  

All eyes were on Chen Xiaobei. 

A reward based on merit? Bro bei was going to give something to his disciple? This segment was going 

to be interesting! 

Yingluo, yes! Just by looking at what bro bei had given them, they could tell how powerful bei Xuan 

faction was! 

Qianqian, I remember that during beiming Wuji's birthday, he gave out a high-tier spirit weapon to the 

ten most outstanding disciples. I wonder if brother bei can surpass beiming Wuji today! 

If bro bei couldn't beat beiming Wuji on a day like this, it would be embarrassing! 

The new bei Xuan faction was built on top of the old heaven dominating faction. The audience could not 

help but compare Chen Xiaobei to beiming Wuji! 

Without comparison, there would be no harm! With a comparison, the losing side would naturally lose 

all face and become the laughing stock of the world! 

 first, let's invite the ordinary disciples to the stage!  Feng Qingyang shouted. 

After that, 113 ordinary disciples walked up to the main stage in unison and waited respectfully for their 

rewards. 

Although these disciples were few in number, they were all elites! 

More importantly, they had followed Chen Xiaobei all the way here and were loyal and devoted to him! 

He had risked his life to defend bei Xuan faction more than once! 

That was why Chen Xiaobei treated them like family and raised them at all costs! 

As for the reward, Chen Xiaobei would not be stingy! 

Under the gazes of the crowd, Chen Xiaobei smiled and said, " "A long time ago, I made a promise to all 

of you! Any disciple of bei Xuan faction who reaches the spirit-refining stage will be rewarded with a 

one-star earth-god instrument!" 

As soon as he said that, everyone was shocked! 

Yingluo-did I hear wrong? A one-star earth-god instrument as a reward for reaching the God-refinement 

realm? Is he crazy? 

Bro bei must have said something wrong. In apocalypse Starfield, there were as many God-Ascension 

cultivators as there were hairs on a cow, but earth-god instruments were extremely rare. How could 

everyone have one? 



Perhaps it was not a slip of the tongue. There were only so many people in bei Xuan faction. It would be 

considered good if there were one or two in the God-Ascension realm! One or two one-star earth-god 

instruments ... Bro bei gritted his teeth. He could still afford it! 

 next, may the disciples who have reached the God-refining realm take a step forward!  Feng Qingyang 

shouted. 

"Chi ... Chi ..." 

Out of the one hundred and thirteen people, a hundred of them took a step forward. 

Yingluo, my God! Is he crazy? A hundred people in the God-Ascension realm? Bro bei was going to 

reward them with 100 one-star earth-god instruments? 

It's impossible! This was absolutely impossible! Back then, heaven dominating faction had never given 

ordinary disciples earth-god instruments! There wasn't even a single piece, let alone a hundred! 

Not to mention ordinary disciples! Even the core disciples of heaven dominating faction had to make 

great contributions in order to receive a one-star earth-god instrument! There were no more than ten 

such examples! 

While everyone was discussing, Chen Xiaobei had already started to give out the one-star earth-god 

instruments! 

"Here! This is yours! Continue to work hard in your cultivation, and there will be even better ones in the 

future ... This is for you! Keep it up ... The next one is yours ..." 

One by one, Chen Xiaobei took out the earth-god instruments from his infinite space ring. He did not 

even blink as he gave them out. 

In a short while, all 100 one-star earth-god instruments had been rewarded! 

The live broadcast room instantly exploded! 

* ******** Bro bei had really given them 100 one-star earth-god instruments! In comparison, heaven 

dominating faction's beiming Wuji was simply too weak! 

Qianqian, don't even mention heaven dominating faction and beiming Wuji! In front of my bro bei, all of 

them are trash! 

Tao Wu was too terrifying! Bei Xuan faction's Foundation was so strong! A hundred one-star earth-god 

instruments! 

 113 people left!  

Chen Xiaobei looked at those who did not receive their reward and smiled.  "I know that all of you have 

been working hard in your cultivation. Although you have not reached the God-refining stage, it 

shouldn't take too long! Come over, I'll give you the reward in advance!" 

After that, Chen Xiaobei gave the last 13 people a one-star earth-god instrument each! 



After all, Chen Xiaobei had obtained 108 one-star earth-god instruments from the first level of the Wuji 

nine-level Pagoda. He had been planning to reward them to his disciples! 

In addition to what he had gotten from the storage bracelet the day before, Chen Xiaobei had more than 

one-star earth-god instruments on hand. 

At this moment, he might as well reward all of them together, so that all the disciples would be happy 

and to everyone's satisfaction! 

At the sight of this scene, the hearts of hundreds of millions of viewers collapsed instantly! 

Yingluo, no way? A weakling who had not reached the God-Ascension realm would be rewarded with a 

one-star earth-god instrument? Bro bei was such a rich man! (Envious and jealous) 

What a mistake! Bro bei was not a tycoon! It's the God of tycoons! He was a God of tycoons who did not 

care about one-star earth-god instruments at all! (Full of admiration) 

Oh my God! I beg you to give me a godly master like bro bei! I'm willing to exchange it with a lifetime of 

luck! (Extremely envious) 

Please ask! Did bei Xuan faction still accept disciples? I'm begging to join! 

Pi Xiu is rolling on the ground, begging to join! If I can join bei Xuan faction, I'll wake up laughing in my 

dreams! 

 the ordinary disciples have been rewarded!  

Feng Qingyang then shouted again, " "Now, let's welcome Daoist beixuan's five personal disciples to the 

stage to receive their rewards! At the same time, let's invite Daoist beixuan's friends and family to the 

stage to accept the gift!" 

Yingluo, my God! Bro bei was going to give her a big gift! (Dumbfounded) 

This time, Wufu had sent his personal disciples and relatives! Bro bei would probably be even more 

generous than before! 

Could it be that bro bei was going to give away an even higher grade earth-god instrument? It was 

simply inhumane! (Shocked) 

Red Envelope Group of the Three Realms 

Chapter 2275: Convinced 

After that, the remaining 20 people, including Feng Qingyang, walked onto the stage together. 

"First, my five personal disciples!" 

Chen Xiaobei took out five three-star earth-god instruments from his infinite space ring and gave them 

to Feng Qingyang, tai yitan, Wu aofeng, Huo yuanba, and Xuanyuan tuohai. 

What the f * ck! I recognize those five earth-god instruments!  all of them belonged to heaven 

dominating faction's higher-ups! They had all reached the three-star earth-god level! 
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Bro bei is too crazy! He was actually using something that was used by a high-level elder to reward his 

disciple? 

Yingluo was truly hurt without comparison! The elders of heaven dominating faction had to work their 

entire lives to get their hands on a three-star earth-god instrument! She might as well be bro bei's 

disciple! He could easily obtain the same treasure! 

Yingying was really envious! It was a blessing for the five of them to become bro bei's disciples! 

"Next up, my good friend!" 

Chen Xiaobei chuckled and took out five three-star earth-god instruments. He gave them to Nezha, Hong 

Hai 'er, Lin Nan, old Wang, and Murong Tian! 

These five items were also three-star earth-god instruments!  it also belonged to heaven dominating 

sect's higher-ups! 

The Kasaya was such a precious treasure, and bro bei just gave it to his friend! My three views have 

already collapsed, and I even suspect that I've never made real friends! 

Oh my God! A friend like bro bei! Please give me a hundred! I'm willing to give you 100 years of my life 

in exchange! 

"Next, my girlfriend!" 

Chen Xiaobei grinned evilly and took out four two-star earth-god instruments, giving them to LAN 

Mengcheng, Lin Xiang, Murong Xiaoyao, and Wenyuan. 

"You're a bad guy! You value men over women!" 

"Why did you give them three-star earth-god instruments and give us two-star earth-god instruments?" 

Wenyuan asked angrily. It's not fair!" 

"Silly girl!" 

"I gave them three-star earth-god instruments for them to use in battle! The four of you are so delicate, 

you don't have to fight. I gave you two-star earth-god instruments for you to play with. Just be careful 

not to hurt yourself!" 

"Oh, so you can't bear to let me fight!" Wen Yuan nodded and smiled, " "At least you still have some 

conscience!" 

In an instant, the billions of viewers watching the live broadcast suffered hundreds of millions of critical 

hits. 

Oh my God! A two-star earth-god instrument for a girl to play with? Casually play? Play? 

My three views have been completely shattered! I might not even get a two-star earth-god instrument 

in my life! But bro bei gave a two-star earth-god instrument to a girl like a toy! With a strong foundation, 

he could really do whatever he wanted! (Extremely envious) 

Qianqian really wanted to be bro bei's woman! Bro bei! Look at this! I want to bear your children! 



Zhenzhen, save it! Look at those four girls, all of them are top-grade! Bro bei would not even bother to 

look at an ordinary woman! 

 next, my parents!  

Chen Xiaobei walked over and took out two beautiful robes for Chen Zhongfu and Zhang Chui 'er. 

Oh my God! Bro bei had given his father Nangong he's longevity robe! Four-star earth-god level, super 

strong defense! Moreover, it was made from longevity silk, which had the effect of prolonging life! 

Yingluo-look! The gift bro bei gave his mother was Ximen Lang's brocade robe! This was also a four-star 

earth-god! It was said that Ximen lang had found a fairy's relic in a ruin in the innumerable tribulation 

star sea! Its defensive power was equally astonishing! 

Bro bei is so filial! I've never been filial to my parents in my life! I'm so embarrassed in front of bro bei! 

Wufu had to admit that bei Xuan faction's Foundation was really strong! 

Yingluo-yes! The cultivation of these two elders was extremely low. If they were in other forces, they 

would not be able to obtain any resources at all! Bro bei had taken out two four-star earth-god 

instruments as a gift. It was clear that he really did not lack treasures! His Foundation was terrifyingly 

strong! 

 lastly, there are my three good Brothers. They are the three great guardians that bei Xuan faction relies 

on the most!  Chen Xiaobei calmed himself down and walked to the other side. 

"This is Nangong he's purple wind horsetail whisk! Old Jiang, keep it well!" Chen Xiaobei passed the 

purple-wind whisk to Jiang Ziya. 

"Xiaobei!  this gift ... This is too heavy ...  Jiang Ziya was shocked. He did not expect Chen Xiaobei to bring 

out such a valuable treasure! 

 it's fine. I have the infinite sword formation. A six-star earth-god instrument is nothing to me!   alright!  

Chen Xiaobei said.  just keep it safe. Later, help me guard bei Xuan faction!  

"Understood!"  yes!  Jiang Ziya nodded. 

"This is Ximen Lang's bursting flames hammer! Brother Yu, I'll leave it to you!" Chen Xiaobei then gave 

the hammer to Xiangyu. 

 Xiaobei ...  Xiangyu's eyes were filled with mixed feelings. 

"That's enough, bro Yu!" Chen Xiaobei smiled. What is the relationship between us brothers? What's 

mine is yours! There's no need to be so polite!" 

"Good! I won't stand on ceremony with you!"  hehe!  Xiangyu grinned and said, " from now on, whoever 

dares to invade bei Xuan faction will have to ask me first!  

"This is Jiang haoxuan's mountain and river fan! Six ears, you can take it!" Finally, Chen Xiaobei handed 

the fan to Liu er. 



"Hehe! I won't be polite with you!" The corners of Liu er's mouth rose and he said with a smile, " "When 

will you find another master and let me use my ability to change. I haven't improved my strength in a 

long time!" 

"Don't worry, there will be a chance!" Chen Xiaobei smiled. 

* ******** Bro bei even gave away a six-star earth-god instrument! Back then, even beiming Wuji only 

had one six-star earth-god instrument! 

Yingying was simply too terrifying! The three guardians had used a six-star earth-god instrument to 

prove that bro bei's trump card was definitely above six-star! In this way, bei Xuan faction's Foundation 

could already be compared with the forces in the earth-god Realm! 

I want to join bei Xuan faction! Bro bei! I'm begging you to join bei Xuan faction! 

I also want to join bei Xuan faction! I beg you, bro bei! 

Wanwan wants to join ... Please join ... 

It was obvious that this was the effect that the celebration today wanted! 

Chen Xiaobei wanted the world to know that bei Xuan faction was not a small faction that was unknown 

to the world! 

On the contrary, not only did bei Xuan faction have the title of number one in the myriad tribulations 

realm, but they also had the foundation and strength of number one in the myriad tribulations realm! 

Before the ceremony began, many of the audience were still suspicious of Chen Xiaobei. Some even said 

that bei Xuan faction had too few people, even worse than the lowest-level factions! 

But at this moment, everyone had witnessed bei Xuan faction's strong foundation with their own eyes, 

and they were even fighting to join bei Xuan faction! 

From the audience's reaction, it was clear that Chen Xiaobei had achieved his goal! 

From that moment on, everyone in apocalypse Starfield was convinced by bei Xuan faction. They all 

respected bei Xuan faction from the bottom of their hearts and wanted to join them! And not just 

flattering him with his mouth! 

 next, let's invite the innumerable tribulation aristocrats from the four continents to pay their respects 

to master Zhufeng!  Feng Qingyang shouted again and instantly attracted everyone's attention. 
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Chapter 2276: Live-Stream Of Confession 

As soon as Feng Qingyang's words left his mouth, hundreds of people walked into the arena and knelt 

down on one knee. 

He looked down on the aristocrats! He was a high and mighty aristocrat! They were all kneeling in front 

of bro bei! 
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My bro bei is so awesome! The aristocrats are like gods to us ordinary people! Bro bei made the gods 

kneel! He was simply invincible! 

The people of Xuanji were convinced! The aristocrats were also convinced! Those who win the hearts of 

the people will win the World! Bro bei is destined to be the Supreme ruler of apocalypse Starfield! 

Long live bro bei! Long live Emperor Zhufeng! Long live ... 

…… 

"The Honorable King Black Tortoise, Xia Yunhai! Bring all the core members of the Black Tortoise royal 

family to pay respects to master Zhufeng!" 

"Revered King Vermillion Bird, mu Xiaohe! Lead all the core members of the Vermillion Bird royal family 

to pay respects to master Zhufeng!" 

"White Tiger King, Idina! All the members of the elder Council and the core members of The White Tiger 

King pay their respects to master Zhufeng!" 

"Respected King Azure Dragon, song Qincheng! Pay your respects to master Zhufeng!" 

It was strange! Wasn't song Qincheng the representative of The White Tiger King? Why did he change 

again? Edina? What a young woman! 

Xuanji and song Qincheng were extremely powerful. The Azure Dragon continent was in chaos right 

now. Bro bei had assigned her to take charge of the Azure Dragon Imperial City. This arrangement was 

very cooperative! 

Yingluo-don't underestimate that Idina. She has a very big family behind her, and she can definitely 

manage The White Tiger Capital city well! I also heard that Idina is bro bei's die-hard fan! 

Not to mention Idina, bro bei was even more powerful than the beast God! All the beastmen in The 

White Tiger continent were bro bei's die-hard fans! 

"Everyone, you may dispense with the formalities!" 

 " I've invited all of you here today to pay your respects to me. It's to show the unity of the four 

continents in apocalypse Starfield!  

"I, Chen Zhufeng, promise that there will be no more wars in apocalypse Starfield! The four continents 

will work together to let the people live a good life!" 

As soon as he said that, the livestream room was filled with Jubilation! 

Yingluo is great! We can finally live a peaceful life! Bro bei ruling apocalypse Starfield is a blessing for us 

ordinary people! 

Yingluo was absolutely right! 'In the war between the big forces, the ones who suffer are us commoners. 

With bro bei's help, we'll have a good life in the future!' 

Long live bro bei! Long live Emperor chasing wind ... Long live Emperor chasing wind ... 



It was not hard to see that as the celebration went on, Chen Xiaobei was slowly gathering the People's 

hearts. 

After today, the entire apocalypse Starfield would be developing in a good direction! 

Even the chaotic Azure Dragon continent would become easier to manage and restore peace as soon as 

possible! 

"Qingcheng, come up to the stage!" 

Chen Xiaobei smiled and called song Qincheng to the main stage. 

"What are you doing?" 

Song Qincheng's brows were slightly furrowed, and a hint of shyness could be seen in her eyes. 

"Let me formally introduce to everyone! This is the new revered King Azure Dragon that I have chosen!" 

Chen Xiaobei pulled song Qincheng to his side and said, " "The Green Dragon continent is in a period of 

turmoil. Furthermore, it is connected to the earthly calamity and the starry sea. The situation is very 

complicated! The new revered King Azure Dragon is bound to run into a lot of trouble!" 

"I, Chen Zhufeng, am here. Please cooperate with the work of the new respected King Green Dragon! If 

you don't cooperate and mess with the Green Dragon, you'll mess with me, Chen Zhufeng!" 

Everyone nodded in agreement. They had to give Chen Xiaobei some face! 

At the same time, everyone who was watching the live stream remembered Chen Xiaobei's words! Song 

Qincheng had Chen Zhufeng as her backing! No one in apocalypse Starfield would dare to mess with 

him! 

"Qingcheng, I have a gift for you!" 

With a thought, two hanging racks appeared on the stage. 

On the left hanger was the green female robe he had found in the Azure Dragon Imperial city's Treasury. 

The style was extremely gorgeous and Noble. The quality of the material and the embroidery was top-

notch. It was like a dragon robe for an Empress, instantly stunning everyone present! 

At the same time, next to the brocade robe was a longsword that had also come from the Azure Dragon 

Imperial city's treasure vault. The scabbard was like jade, and it was extremely exquisite! It was full of 

spirituality and had a powerful pressure! 

The Kasaya was passed down from the ancestors of the Jiang family of Green Dragon-the blue cloud 

fairy robe and the green jade Wandering Dragon Sword! Both of them were five-star earth-god 

instruments! 

Oh my God! Bro bei really took special care of song Qincheng! 

Yingluo, this is very normal! Song Qincheng was already the Azure Dragon King. Only these two 

treasures could bring out her Queen-like temperament! 

"Do you like it?" Chen Xiaobei smiled. 



"Of course I like it!" Song Qincheng's smile was as beautiful as a flower, and that flirtatious look of hers 

instantly captivated all living beings. 

There's another hanger on bro bei's right!  the white dress seemed to have been left behind by the only 

female sect leader of heaven dominating sect tens of thousands of years ago! It was called Blizzard night 

robe! 

Xuanji's clothes were whiter than snow, and the night came like the wind! It was so artistic! If a beauty 

were to wear it, she would definitely be like a fairy from the nine Heavens, untainted by the mortal 

world! 

Beside the robe stood a Jade girl pure heart sword, perfectly matching a set that didn't have the dust of 

time! 

Wufu's snowy night robe and pure heart Jade Maiden sword were also five-star earth-god instruments, 

but their auras were very different from song Qincheng's. It seemed like bro bei was planning to give 

them to someone else! 

"Many friends have guessed it! I am indeed planning to give this Blizzard night robe and pure heart Jade 

Maiden sword to another woman!" 

Chen Xiaobei's dark eyes were filled with anticipation.  "I wonder if she's watching the live broadcast 

now! If not, I hope that she will have the chance to know my feelings!" 

"This girl's name is Liu xuanxin! As you might have noticed, our real names have a 'bei' character, and 

her name has a 'Xuan' character!" 

"It's really a coincidence! When I first established bei Xuan faction, I didn't know her true identity. I only 

found out it was her not long ago!" 

"Just in time! [ my bei Xuan faction contains both our names! ] Although she's not by my side now, I 

want to tell her through the live broadcast. She and I are like the two words "bei Xuan," we will never be 

apart!" 

"At the same time, I would like to invite everyone to be a witness! I'll always keep this Blizzard night 

robe and pure heart Jade Maiden sword for Xuan Xin! As long as she's back, she'll be the Queen of 

beixuan!" 

Everyone was moved by his words. 

Oh my God! Bro bei is so romantic! This way of confessing was simply too domineering! 

No wonder so many beauties are surrounding bro bei! Bro bei was not a Playboy. He was just too manly! 

Which woman wouldn't love such a man? 

Oh my God! I've already fallen in love! Bro bei! I love you ... 

Look down on Liu xuanxin! If you see it! Hurry up and return to bro bei's side! All of us will give you our 

blessings! 

Yingluo-yes! Liu xuanxin! Hurry up and come back! 



……………… 

In a dark cave in the earthly calamity Star Ocean. 

"Liu xuanxin, what do you think? Do you still want to die now?" Qin Wuxin held his phone and showed 

the livestream to Liu xuanxin on purpose. 
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"I want to die ... If you kill me ... I'll be grateful to you ..." He said. 

Liu xuanxin was lying on a cold rock. Her voice was hoarse and weak, and her condition did not seem to 

have improved at all! 

In fact, ever since she was poisoned, she had wanted to commit suicide more than once! 

However, she was seriously injured and almost disabled. She couldn't even move a finger. It was difficult 

for her to even speak. She wanted to commit suicide, but she had no strength to do so! 

"I really don't know what you're thinking!" 

 Chen Xiaobei is so good to you. You should live well. Otherwise, you will be letting him down.  Qin 

Wuxin grinned. 

"The better he is to me... The more I want to die ..." 

 I'm not good enough for him!  Liu xuanxin said in despair.  I'm in such a state now ... I'm not good 

enough for him ... It'll be best if I die and he forgets about me ...  

"Heh, if you want to think like this, I can't do anything about it! But I will not let you die!" 

Qin Wuxin shrugged his shoulders and grinned hideously."To me, you're my life-saving charm! With you 

around, Chen Xiaobei would not dare to kill me! Moreover, you're my money tree. With you around, 

Shen gongpao will have to beg me!" 

"Shen Gongbao?" Liu xuanxin was stunned. 

Ding Ling Ling Ling 

At this moment, Qin Wuxin's phone rang. It was Shen Gongbao. 

"Take a look! What did I say? My God of Fortune is here!" 

Qin Wuxin grinned and immediately picked up the phone.  "Exalted immortal Shen! I thought you looked 

down on me? Why are you calling me?" 

"I want to make a deal with you!" Shen Gongbao's voice came immediately. 

"What deal?" Qin Wuxin asked with a smile. 

"Hand Liu xuanxin over to me, and you can name any condition you want!" Shen Gongbao said. 
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Qin Wuxin laughed,'I'm sorry! Liu xuanxin was not for sale! I won't hand her over to you no matter what 

conditions you state!" 

"Qin Wuxin! Don't mess around!" 

"I'm in a very bad situation now!" Shen Gongbao said seriously. I have to get rid of Chen Xiaobei as soon 

as possible! As long as you give me Liu xuanxin! After it's done, I can even take you directly to heaven! 

I'll give you an immortal record! I'll make you an immortal official!" 

"What the f * ck! Exalted immortal Shen! What's wrong with you?" 

Qin Wuxin laughed mockingly.  last time, you didn't even spare me a glance. This time, you've made 

such a big promise to me. My little heart can't take it!  

"Qin Wuxin! I'm begging you, okay? Give me Liu xuanxin!" Shen Gongbao completely put down his pride 

and begged. 

"Beg me?" 

Qin Wuxin was very smart, and he immediately became alert.  "Exalted immortal Shen! You couldn't 

have run into some big trouble, right? You actually came to beg me? If you can't even save yourself now, 

you don't have the right to negotiate with me!" 

"You're right! I'm in big trouble!"  but, my backer has not given up on me. He will still support me. What 

I lack now is Liu xuanxin, my trump card!  Shen Gongbao said. 

"Cut the crap!" Qin Wuxin said solemnly. I can't give you Liu xuanxin! However, if you can satisfy my 

request, I can cooperate with you!" 

"Speak! Do you have any requests?" Shen Gongbao immediately asked. 

"Hmm ... Let me think ..." 

"First, help me cut off the spiritual connection between the nine-toothed rake and the canopy!" Qin 

Wuxin said after some thought. 

"Alright! This was not difficult! I can agree to it!"  come and find me now! We'll figure out a way to deal 

with Chen Xiaobei!  Shen gongpao said impatiently. 

"No rush!" Qin Wuxin smiled.  send me a red packet first. It's not too late to see you again after I've tried 

it!  

"You even know about the red packet?" Shen Gongbao said nervously. 

Qin Wuxin laughed and said, " I'll study the phone when I'm free! I can even recite your private chat with 

him backwards!" 

"You're ruthless!" "I'll give you a spirit-Slayer divine talisman now!" Shen Gongbao said. You'd better not 

break your promise!" 

Qin Wuxin's face was full of pride as he said,"don't worry!" No matter who I lie to, I will never lie to the 

God of Fortune! I'm still hoping to get more treasures from you!" 



"Private Bag collection!" Shen Gongbao snorted and hung up the phone. 

After that, Qin Wuxin successfully received a spirit Slayer divine talisman. This talisman was of a higher 

level than the spirit Slayer immortal talisman. It could cut off the spiritual connection of a God! 

"I've succeeded!" 

Qin Wuxin studied it for a while and successfully cut off the spiritual connection between the nine-

toothed rake and the canopy. In this way, the nine-toothed rake had become an ownerless object! 

Once Qin Wuxin established his spiritual connection, he would become the new master of the nine-

toothed rake! 

Ding Ling Ling Ling 

Then, Shen Gongbao called again. 

"Qin Wuxin! I've already fulfilled your request!" Shen Gongbao urged,"now, come see me immediately!" 

Let's work together to get rid of Chen Xiaobei!" 

"No hurry, no hurry!" Qin Wuxin smiled innocently and said, " "Some people are even more eager to kill 

Chen Xiaobei than we are! We can watch the show first. If Chen Xiaobei dies, it will save us a lot of 

trouble!" 

"What? There was someone who wanted Chen Xiaobei dead? Who is it?" Shen Gongbao asked 

impatiently. 

"Don't ask me, watch the live broadcast for yourself!" Qin Wuxin smiled indifferently, hung up the 

phone, and reopened the live streaming software. 

…… 

Bei Xuan faction! 

In the sky, large black shadows suddenly surged! Everyone in the studio started to get nervous! 

It was strange! Why were there so many dark clouds out of nowhere? The sky was already dark ... 

Yingluo, are you stupid! Open your eyes wide and see clearly! Those were not dark clouds! It was a huge 

number of combat space jets! 

Judging from the style and speed of the Kasaya, it seemed to be a combat aircraft from the earth-god 

Realm! 

Oh my God! Could it be that ... Bro bei's enemies are here? Wasn't this speed a little too fast? 

Nonsense! The content of today's livestream was a blatant challenge to the enemy. They would 

definitely launch a counterattack at the first opportunity! 

Why didn't bro bei shut down the teleportation formation in the Azure Dragon continent earlier? Now 

that the enemy had arrived, the consequences would be unimaginable! 

"Woof! Buzzzzzz! Yi ..." 



Soon, the dense swarm of combat space jets blotted out the sky above bei Xuan faction like a locust 

plague! 

With a rough estimate, there were about 100000 combat space jets and a million combat personnel! 

There was no doubt that the enemy was determined to fight to the death with Chen Xiaobei! 

"Everyone, listen up!" 

An extremely powerful voice came from a large aircraft with a special appearance. 

"I am the core third elder of heaven shrouding sect's immortal world headquarters! The core members 

of the Jiang family, beiming family, Nangong family, and Ximen family will be with me!" 

The voice continued,"we have brought a million soldiers!" He would use five nine-star earth-god level 

battle formations to level bei Xuan faction to the ground. Chen Zhufeng and all the members of bei Xuan 

faction would be cut into pieces! Grind his bones and scatter his ashes!" 

"What was supposed to come has finally come!" Song Qincheng's eyes narrowed and she said warily. 

"Relax, these idiots are only here to die!" Chen Xiaobei smiled calmly. 
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Chapter 2278: Five Formations Suppressing 

Oh my God! This ... This is too terrifying ... Heaven dominating faction headquarters, Jiang family, 

beiming family, Nangong family, Ximen family ... Any one of them is enough to dominate apocalypse 

Starfield! 

The enemy had just been defeated yesterday, and bro bei's celebration today was like sprinkling salt on 

the enemy's wound! This would completely enrage the enemy and lead to the most intense revenge! 

Wanwan was finished! An Army of a million! The five Forces all had nine-star earth-god battle 

formations. With 200000 people in a group, they could form five battle formations at the same time. 

Even if bro bei controlled the sky shrouding formation, he would still be defeated! 

Actually-everything would have been fine if he had closed the teleportation portal earlier! Bro bei was 

really overjoyed! He had even forgotten the most basic operation ... 

Could it be that bei Xuan faction was going to be completely destroyed just as it became famous? It was 

too ironic! 

Luckily, I haven't joined bei Xuan faction yet, or I wouldn't even know how I died ... 

He was surprised that bei Xuan faction had so many strong enemies! I wouldn't dare to join even if you 

gave me a hundred lives! 

All of a sudden, despair spread across apocalypse Starfield. 

Under such circumstances, even his die-hard fans were extremely worried. They could not imagine how 

Chen Xiaobei was going to break out of this situation! 
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The ordinary fans and the passers-by were even more pessimistic about Chen Xiaobei's chances. They 

even started to avoid bei Xuan faction, not wanting to get into trouble! 

After all, the five Forces at the scene were all from the earth-god Realm! In the eyes of the people in 

apocalypse Starfield, it was absolutely impossible to defeat! 

Because of that, almost everyone was in despair. Some even began to mourn for Chen Xiaobei and Bei 

Xuan! 

"People don't offend me! I don't offend people!" 

Just as the world was in despair, Chen Xiaobei stepped forward and said, "  I, Chen Zhufeng, never kill 

the innocent. Those who died in my hands deserve to die!  

"At this moment! You're using an Army of a million to destroy beixuan! In order to protect my family, 

friends, and disciples, I will not show any mercy in this battle!" 

"Still the same words! Those who scram now can live! Once the war starts, don't blame me for starting a 

massacre!" 

It was obvious that Chen Xiaobei had made enemies with the five Forces because he had killed their 

most important members! 

And these important members, to put it bluntly, were all despicable and shameless villains who 

deserved to die! It was perfectly reasonable for Chen Xiaobei to kill them! 

At this moment, the million-strong Army had come to destroy bei Xuan faction for the sake of those 

damned people. This was a battle of injustice! It was a great evil! 

If these people did not retreat, Chen Xiaobei would not hesitate to kill them all! 

It was not just because they had become evil people, but also because they were a threat to the group 

of people that Chen Xiaobei had seen the most! 

A Dragon had a reverse scale, and anyone who touched it would be killed! 

Threatening Chen Xiaobei's family, friends, and disciples was the same as touching Chen Xiaobei's 

reverse scale! 

Should such an enemy not be killed? 

"Hahaha ... You little brat! You still dare to act tough even when you're about to die!" 

 heaven covering sect's third core elder laughed and said in disdain, " "We all know that you control the" 

heaven shrouding formation "! But now, our million-strong Army is here with five battle formations of 

the same level. What right do you have to start a massacre?" 

As soon as he said that, none of the 100000 combat space jets in the sky retreated! The millions of 

enemy soldiers started to laugh at Chen Xiaobei as if he was an ignorant fool! 

"A formation of the same level, five against one! There's no suspense in this battle. I'll win without a 

doubt!" 



"Chen Zhufeng is so stupid! If I were him, I would immediately run away! He's actually still acting tough 

here? You don't know how to spell the word "death"!" 

"Chen Zhufeng wants to run, but he has to be able to run! Our million-strong Army is pressing on the 

border. No one from bei Xuan faction can escape! All of them had to die! Hahaha ..." 

This was human nature! 

The million-strong enemy Army thought that they would definitely win and could easily crush bei Xuan 

faction! 

That was why they didn't care if they were good or evil. They felt that destroying bei Xuan faction was 

like destroying a group of ants! 

Even if they were evil, they were stronger. How could an ant dare to call them evil? 

But what they did not know was that Chen Xiaobei was not an ant that they could trample on! 

On the contrary, in Chen Xiaobei's eyes, they were a bunch of weak ants! 

"Since you don't want to get lost, then just wait for your death!" 

Chen Xiaobei did not feel anything in the face of their mockery. A cold murderous intent was brewing in 

his eyes, like the calm before a storm. 

"F * cking retard! You actually don't want to admit defeat!" 

 heaven covering sect's 3rd core elder was furious and roared, " "Everyone, hear my order! They 

attacked at the same time! Crush bei Xuan faction!" 

 boom boom boom ... Boom boom boom ...  

All of a sudden, a vast amount of true core strength was released from the 100000 combat space jets. 

They formed five battle formations with the five Forces as their camps. 

In the East, the Jiang family's " Green Dragon snatching heaven formation " was suddenly formed. The 

power of a nine-star earth-god burst out and transformed into an eight-thousand-meter long green 

Dragon Dharma! It was as if it had crossed the vast sky with an earth-shattering might! 

In the South, the Nangong family's nine Palace star formation was formed at the same time. With the 

nine Palace Eight Trigrams as the source, it transformed into eight thousand stars and formed a giant 

Eight Trigrams Dharma form. It covered the sky and was extremely profound! 

In the West, the Ximen family's " setting sun rainbow formation " was successfully completed. The 

blazing true energy transformed into a red sun Dharma, and the force of the falling was like thousands 

of meteorites, as if they were going to shatter the entire continent! 

In the North, the beiming family's heaven nether extreme snow formation was formed. The entire space 

was covered in frost and snow. A 6000-meter long giant frost Tiger descended from the sky like a Snow 

Mountain, crushing everything in its path! 



In the center, the heaven shrouding sect's heaven shrouding formation finally formed! It was the same 

power that Chen Xiaobei had when he activated the formation. The power of a nine-star earth-god was 

unleashed, and the dark palm was enough to turn bei Xuan faction into ruins! 

The Suan ni was too terrifying ... Any one of the five formations could suppress a continent in 

apocalypse Starfield! No one in apocalypse Starfield could stop the five formations at the same time! 

Bro bei only had One Sky shrouding formation. Other than being crushed, there was no other way! 

Bro bei! You've really lost the whole game with one wrong move! This time, he was really dead ... 

All of a sudden, all the viewers in the live streaming room fell into extreme despair. 

Even the most optimistic die-hard fans had given up at this moment. They knew that Chen Xiaobei was 

dead for sure this time! 

However, under such circumstances, the people from bei Xuan faction were as calm as ever, as if 

nothing had happened! 

"Xiaobei! Hurry up and make your move! I can't wait!" 

Song Qincheng's eyes narrowed, and her killing intent was released.  "These guys are going too far, they 

all deserve to die!" 

"Alright," he said. 

Chen Xiaobei shrugged and said, "  today, I'll use the blood of these one million people as a sacrifice to 

the North profound array!  

Red Envelope Group of the Three Realms 

Chapter 2279: Ten Thousand Demons Defying The Heavens 

 with the appearance of the 'North Mystic formation' today, I'll make sure that no one in the world dares 

to offend North Mystic ever again!  

Chen Xiaobei took out a small black bottle. 

"Chi ..." 

Chen Xiaobei opened the bottle and poured out a drop of black liquid! 

This small drop of black liquid, as if it had divine power, actually floated in the void and did not move, 

creating circles of water-like ripples! 

The ripples grew wider and wider, from the size of a single drop to ten meters, a hundred meters, and 

even the entire bei Xuan faction! 

A large number of ancient demon words appeared in the ripples, forming a huge magic array! 

"Activate!" 

 activate!  Chen Xiaobei shouted, and a wild spiritual wave burst out from the huge mageweath 

formation. It connected with the beixuan formation buried underground and activated the formation! 
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That's right! 

That drop of black liquid was the blood essence of the ancient Wuji Saint Demon King! 

 boom boom boom!!!  

In the next moment, it was as if tens of thousands of volcanoes had erupted at the same time. Tens of 

thousands of terrifying forces rushed out from the ground! 

The 10,000 streaks of black energy all carried a Supreme, destructive power! 

After rushing out of the ground, it was as if tens of thousands of demonic gods had broken out of the 

cage of hell! An extremely fierce pressure instantly crushed the entire space! 

Baleful Qi! Hostility! Killing intent! It was as if it had substance, causing the entire space to tremble and 

the temperature to drop rapidly. It was even more terrifying! 

"Woof! Buzzzzzz! Yi ..." 

Then, the 10000 rays of black energy suddenly turned into 10000 limitless Saint Demon King hair 

images! 

Each Dharma form was 10000 meters tall with demonic flames burning on their bodies. They had an 

overbearing aura and dared to compete with the gods! 

With the descent of ten thousand demons, the heavens were no longer the heavens, but a cage that 

imprisoned all living beings! This earth was no longer earth, it was a furnace that tortured all living 

beings! The end of the world was coming, and the death of all living things was not far away! There was 

no more desperate situation in the world than this! 

In an instant, the millions of enemy soldiers were all shocked, and their exclamations filled the air! 

"Then ... What's going on? How could 10,000 terrifying Demon God Dharma forms rush out from the 

ground? This isn't the heaven shrouding formation ..." 

"Idiot! The "heaven shadowing array" was nothing! The power of each Demon God in front of us is 

comparable to a heaven shrouding formation. When 10000 demons come out together, they will be the 

power of 10000 heaven shrouding formations!" 

"This ... How is this possible? How could Chen Zhufeng have such a trump card? we're dead ... We're all 

dead ..." 

 sect leader Chen, please spare our lives ... We'll leave now ... Don't kill us ...  

In an instant, the million-strong enemy Army completely surrendered. From the core members of the 

five major forces to every single soldier of the million-strong enemy Army, all of them were begging for 

mercy hysterically! 

However! 

Chen Xiaobei had already given them a chance, but they did not cherish it. It was too late for them to 

beg for mercy now! 



The blood sacrifice array of a million people could not be changed! 

"BOOM! BOOM! Boom ..." 

In an instant, the 10000 Demon God Dharma forms had already clashed with the five great battle 

formations! 

Their strength was on a completely different level! 

Wherever the Dharma form of the demon God passed, the Azure Dragon of the Jiang family was torn 

into pieces by 10000 claws and turned into ashes in the blink of an eye! 

The Dharma laksana of the Nangong family shattered like glass without any power to resist! 

The frost and snow of the beiming family were directly burned by the dark Devil flame, and they 

couldn't even touch the Dharma form of the demon God! 

The setting sun of the Ximen family was instantly torn into pieces like paper! 

In less than three seconds, the five nine-star earth-god level battle formations of the five Forces were all 

broken without any suspense! 

 boom boom boom ... Boom boom boom ...  

Then, an unavoidable massacre suddenly unfolded in the air! 

The 100,000 combat space jets were like flies and mosquitoes, unable to withstand a single blow! 

The 10,000 Dharma images of the demon gods waved their claws, and with every swipe, three to five 

combat space jets exploded! 

The weapons and fuel in the aircraft exploded at the same time. The huge force directly blew up the 

enemy in the aircraft! Burn to ashes! 

The leaders of the five Forces had higher cultivation levels and were not killed, but they could not 

escape the five Finger Mountain of ten thousand demonic gods! 

"Woof! Buzzzzzz! Yi ..." 

Like black meteorites, the five Dharma laksanas of the demon gods suddenly rushed toward the leaders 

of the five Forces! 

The ghostly claw swung out with lightning speed, and while still in midair, it directly smacked those five 

people into meat paste! 

Not long ago, they were still laughing at Chen Xiaobei. But now, they died with their eyes wide open in 

shock and fear! 

This ending was simply incomparably ironic! 

Countless viewers were deeply shocked and terrified by the scene before them even though they were 

watching it through the screen! 



Tao Wu was too terrifying! The power of ten thousand demons was already above that of a nine-star 

earth-god ... It was ten thousand times more powerful than a nine-star earth-god! This ... This is the 

power of a heaven immortal! 

Celestial immortal bi an? I remember now! After the livestream yesterday, bro bei said that he would 

upgrade the sky shrouding formation into the profound North formation and upgrade it to a heavenly 

immortal! It seemed like he wasn't bragging! 

Yingluo ... That was way too fast! Bro bei had just destroyed heaven dominating faction yesterday, and 

he was going to modify the Xuan North formation today? It was simply unbelievable! 

This is our bro bei! Don't ever look at him with common sense! We are just ordinary people, we are not 

from the same world as bro bei! He was a God! A true God! 

I want to join bei Xuan faction! From this moment on! Joining bei Xuan faction is my lifelong dream! I 

won't change even in death! 

I want to join bei Xuan faction too ... I won't change my mind even if I die! 

Without a doubt, with the activation of the profound North formation, the enemy had completely 

surrendered and the world was once again shocked! 

From this moment on, his enemies feared Chen Xiaobei like a demon! The world respected Chen Xiaobei 

like a god! 

No one below the heaven realm would dare to offend bei Xuan faction! 

[ the number of believers has increased by 4 billion! ] The total number of believers was 10 billion! (Only 

'100 million' as the unit, the rest of the numbers are not calculated in detail.) 

[ the number of believers has reached the standard. You may choose a heavenly Dao reward! ] (Level 4 

reward: 10 times!) 

"Very good! One battle to establish might, one's name to shake the world, and all living beings to 

submit! This is the result I want!" 

Chen Xiaobei's eyes lit up,'3.3 billion believers yesterday and 700 million today! The total number of 

new believers had reached four billion! I'm going to choose the level four heavenly Dao cultivation Halo 

ten times!" 

With a thought, Chen Xiaobei completed the exchange of the heavenly reward. 

A level 4 heavenly path reward required 400 million believers to exchange for a level. Four billion was 

just enough to exchange for a level 10! 

This way, Chen Xiaobei's cultivation effect would increase by one hundred percent. With the one 

hundred percent that he had, it meant that he could achieve five times the cultivation effect with the 

same amount of time and spiritual Qi! 

It was simply too awesome! 

And it seemed like Chen Xiaobei's followers would continue to increase! 



In the long run, as long as apocalypse Starfield was stable and prosperous, and the people lived and 

worked in peace, it would only take a few years for everyone in the Starfield to become Chen Xiaobei's 

believers! 

[ eliminate a million villains! ] Three realms merit points ... 

"What the f * ck! So many!" Chen Xiaobei was dumbfounded. 

Red Envelope Group of the Three Realms 

Chapter 2280: I'm In Love 

[eliminate a million villains!] You've received three billion merit points! 

Ding! Congratulations! He had been promoted to a second-life renhuang! 

[your current merit points are 6030030000 (charm: 603003000, luck: 603003000）! 

"What the f * ck! This was too much! Three billion merit points had been earned in an instant! After 

deducting the two hundred and seventy million merit points I exchanged for the yin ghosts yesterday, I 

still have more than six billion merit points!" 

Chen Xiaobei was excited.   now that the merit points ledger's price has been changed back, I can 

exchange it for many immortal-level treasures!  

"I can even exchange for something that can help Xuan Xin recover!" 

Chen Xiaobei made a decision, " "What I have to do next is to save Xuan Xin as soon as possible! With 

my current wealth and merit, I can basically guarantee her recovery!" 

Chen Xiaobei did not want to waste a second with Liu xuanxin in his heart. 

After the battle ended, the celebration ended. 

Chen Xiaobei could not wait to clean up the battlefield. He left bei Xuan faction for song Qincheng and 

Jiang Ziya to take care of, and left the small bottle of Wuji Saint Demon king's blood essence for Xiangyu 

to keep. 

This way, Chen Xiaobei did not have to worry about bei Xuan faction catching fire in their backyard. He 

could charge forward and kill as many enemies as he wanted! 

The earthly calamity star sea! Earth-god Realm! I, Chen Xiaobei, am here! 

……………… 

The earthly calamity star sea. 

Chen Xiaobei was wearing a new human-skinned mask to avoid trouble. 

Tian Peng wanted to take revenge on Qin Wuxin, so he followed Chen Xiaobei. He also put on a mask 

and brought along countless delicious foods. 

"Second senior! Stop staring at the lady! Be careful not to get beaten up!" Chen Xiaobei was having a 

headache. 
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After the 'kindness' was unsealed, Canopy's true nature was completely released. Other than eating 

non-stop, his eyes did not rest for even a second. He would stare at every pretty girl he saw, making 

Chen Xiaobei feel very awkward. 

Luckily, as the Vice group leader of the old Driver Group, Tian Peng paid a lot of attention to the self-

cultivation of perverts. If he wanted to peek, he had to do it with his real ability. He would never use 

auxiliary means like X-ray Eyes! 

Otherwise, Tian Peng would have seen all the men and women along the way. 

 Xiaobei, don't worry about me. Just find Qin Wuxin!  

Tian Peng was munching on the spiritual fruit and mumbled, "  I'm going to seek revenge from Qin 

Wuxin. You go and save miss Liu. That's the most important thing!  

"No hurry! This morning, I received some important news from the intimate Gu!"  Qin Wuxin is going to 

meet with Shen gongpao. I'll wait for them to meet first. I'll listen to their plan before I act!  Chen 

Xiaobei said. 

"I see!"  alright!  Tian Peng nodded.  then I'll find a place with many beauties and wait while I rest? " 

"Second Shixiong!" Chen Xiaobei's face was in pain. Calm down! You're either eating or sleeping now. If 

you're not sleeping, then you're looking for a place to rest. It won't be long before you become fat like a 

pig demon!" 

"It doesn't matter! It's not like I haven't been a pig demon before!" 

Tian Peng shrugged and said calmly, " it's not easy for the Buddhist League and the celestial heavens to 

ignore me. It's time to let myself go. I don't have to suppress it. I can sit whatever I want. That's great!  

 you're still a little handsome right now!  Chen Xiaobei frowned.  if you stare at a girl, she'll just stare at 

you!  There might even be someone who likes you and flirts with you! However, when you become fat 

like a ball and then stare at the girl, she will immediately treat you as a perverted Wolf and beat you 

until you doubt your life!" 

 uh ...  Tian Peng was stunned. He touched his belly and looked at the spiritual fruit and chicken leg in his 

hands. He was in a dilemma. 

"How is it? What I said makes sense, doesn't it?"  think about it. What if one day you see a girl you like? 

you can go after her with your handsome looks, but if you become as fat as a ball, do you think you can 

still get her? " Chen Xiaobei laughed. 

 I won't ... My dream lover, fairy Chang 'e, has been taken away by you. I won't have anyone else I like ...  

Tian Peng took another bite of the chicken leg and became depressed. 

"Uh ..." 

Chen Xiaobei was stunned.  "Fairy Chang 'e and I aren't a couple yet ... Besides, you're not in her heart at 

all, so she has to find her own happiness, right? She won't choose you anyway. It's better to choose me 

than anyone else, right?" 



Tian Peng was stunned and did not say a word. 

"Second senior! I'm talking to you! Don't be so petty, alright?" Chen Xiaobei frowned. 

Tian Peng still didn't answer. His face was stiff. 

"No way? Are you really angry?" Chen Xiaobei was having a headache. 

 hehe ...  suddenly, Tian Peng's stiff expression relaxed and he smiled.   Xiaobei, I'm in love ...  

"What?" Chen Xiaobei was dumbfounded.  "Didn't you just say fairy Chang 'e? What kind of love are you 

in?" 

"It's just in front ..." 

"See that girl?" Tian Peng asked with a wretched look. The one in black! The one who carried a long 

saber on his back, the one who looked valiant and heroic! Her skirt was especially short, and the collar 

was especially open ... Oh! I'm really in love!" 

Chen Xiaobei rolled his eyes.  "Serves you right for not choosing you!" 

"Xiaobei! Aren't you my good brother!" Tian Peng asked seriously. 

 ugh ...  Chen Xiaobei was annoyed."Don't tell me you want me to help you chase a girl?" 

"Xiaobei! How can you be so smart?" Tian Peng said impatiently,  as long as you help me win her heart, 

I'll listen to you. Eat less and sleep less. I'll be healthy!  

Chen Xiaobei took out his phone and looked at it.  "There's still some time before the meeting between 

Shen Gongbao and Qin Wuxin! I'll help you this once! It's good that I've found you a wife to keep you in 

check!" 

"Hahaha! If she really becomes my wife, I'll be grateful to you for the rest of my life!" Tian Peng's face 

was filled with excitement. 

"Let's go! It's time to show off my true skills!" Chen Xiaobei raised his eyebrows and walked over. 

Then, Chen Xiaobei and Tian Peng quickened their pace and walked towards the lady with the long 

sword. 

 second senior brother, do you want to reconsider? her looks are just average ...  Chen Xiaobei 

whispered. 

"Shallow! Do I look like the kind of person who only looks at faces?" Tian Peng's face was full of 

vulgarity, his eyes sweeping up and down the girl's collar and skirt, his nose almost bleeding. 

 you'd better think about it ...  Chen Xiaobei said, embarrassed.  look at this girl's face. She's fierce ... If 

you dare to flirt with other women when you're with her, I'm afraid she'll cut you with a big knife!  

Tian Peng said seriously,"I am a very loyal person. As long as she accepts me, no other woman will be 

able to attract me!." 

"Good! You said it yourself!" 



Chen Xiaobei caught up with her and said, " "Beauty! You're sick!" 


